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liiectron paramagnetic resonance studies began in 1945 with the pioneer-
1 2
ing work of Zavoisky in Russia* Stimulated by the early work of Gorter in
the field of paramagnetic relaxation, Zavoisky detected the first electron
resonance in solutions containing paramagnetic ions. Subsequent Improvements
in detection efficiency due to the application of more advanced microwave
techniques soon led to the observation of this spin-resonance phenomenon in
solids and gasses as veil*
In electron spin resonance, magnetic dipole transitions are observed
between energy levels of a system which is perturbed by a large magnetic
fields such that the transitions take place in the microwave region* The
basic theory governing such transitions was well known; nevertheless, further
developments in this field resulted in the formulation of the 'spin Hamilton-
3
ian* treatment of Abragam and Price, and then application of molecular
orbital theory and valence bond theory, with the additional refinements of
configurational interaction and hyperconjugation, in order to explain the
complex hyperfine structure observed in many spin-resonance spectra* Thus,
electron paramagnetic resonance had established itself as a valuable tool
•
for the study of inorganic materials whan, in 1954* Comraoner, Townsend, and
4
Pake first observed the paramagnetic resonance of naturally occurring un-
paired electrons in biological substances. This discovery Mas soon followed
by the application of electron paramagnetic resonance techniques to the in-
vestigation of a wide variety of organic preparations of biological signifi-
cance*
These experiments may be broadly grouped into two main classes: (a)
5, 6, 7
Those involving naturally occurring unpaired electrons and (b) those
*
involving free radicals produced as intermediates in biological chemical
9, 10
reactions, or artificially created by incident-ionizing radiation* In
the latter field* the advent of nuclear explosions and readily available
high energy sources of ionising radiation accelerated interest in the mechan-
isms and effects of radiation damage in biological material*
11, 12 13
Extensive studies of irradiated proteins, amino acids, and asso-
14
elated biological systems have been undertaken in this laboratory* Ordin-
arily these substances do not possess unpaired electrons and therefore would
not exhibit paramagnetic resonance absorption; however, it has been found
that exposure to radiation with sufficient energy to ionise the molecule or
break molecular bonds will in many eases result in the formation of free
15
radicals with long lifetimes, often of the order of months* Since one of
the characteristics of a free radical, due to the presence of an unpaired
electron in the outer orbitals of the system, is an extremely high chemical
reactivity, this would indicate some type of trapping mechanism (the cage
A
effect) which inhibits changes in the radicals formed* Further discussion of
* A free radical may be defined as *a molecule, or part of a molecule,
in which the normal chemical binding has been modified so that an unpaired
electron is left associated with the system* *

this effect will be found in Chapter II*
Studies of the formation of free radicals in proteins and amino acids
at 77 K and the subsequent changes in these radicals as the samples are
o
warmed to 300 K, have led to the conclusion that, at first, primary radicals
are formed in these compounds which then change when warmed to other secon-
16
dary forms* The results of this work indicated that ~{j -irradiated pro-
teins give characteristically different electron paramagnetic resonance
patterns when irradiated and observed at 77 K, and the possibility of using
electron paramagnetic resonance coupled with ionising irradiation was pro-
posed as a new method for identification of the amino acid residue in pro-
teins*
17
Barly work with the simple di-peptide glycyl-glycine and several other
id
di-peptide s and tri-peptides had shown that the paramagnetic resonance
spectrum of an amino acid was altered when this amino acid becomes part of a
longer chain molecule through formation of the peptide bond, and that effects
of the terminal groups are often important in determining the type of radical
formed for these short chain molecules* Identification of radicals charac-
teristic of tiie particular amino acid residues would then require investi-
gation of fairly long polypeptides artificially created from only one amino
acid* Recently, these have become commercially available as a result of
rapid advances in a one-step polymerisation process as reported by Katchal-
19
ski*
These preliminary developments immediately suggested the investigations
which are the subject of this thesis* Eighteen of these synthetic polypep-
tides, composed of only one type of amino acid residue, have been studied,
* Polypeptides used in these studies may be purchased from the Schwartz
Biochemical Research Co*, Mt* Vernon, M* Y*

5and a discussion of the results obtained will be found in Chapter IV. The
paramagnetic resonance spectrum was observed for each substance under the
following conditions: (a) Irradiated and observed in vacuum at 300 K, (b)
irradiated and observed in vacuum at 77°K» (c) warning from 77°K to 300°X,
(d) opened to air at 300°S« A complete compilation of the spectra observed
in (a) and (b) above is included, as well as representative tracings of the
effects noted in (c) and (d) for various samples*

Chapter II
*• SSL Resonance Condition* One of the characteristics of free radi-
cals and paramagnetic atoms or ions is the presence of an unpaired electron*,
that is, one whose angular momentum is not cancelled out by other surround-
ing electrons, and which, therefore, possesses a magnetic dipole moment, AK .
The magnetic moment may be related to the spin and orbital angular momenta
of the electron, designated by £ and j£ , in the following manners
JHB-frft-frft a)
B is toe usual Bohr magneton, given by ——
•
, and 0- and flg are fac-
tors which indicate the relative contributions of the spin and orbital angu-
lar momenta to the magnetic moment*
The energy of interaction of the magnetic dipole with an external mag-
netic field, H , is given by
For weak fields, £ and 5 combine vectorially to give a resultant total
sUflnlar momentum, j , which processes about the direction of the field*





where here g is given by the usual Lande relation, 5^.
The time average of At perpendicular to is zero* Hence, combining equa-
tions 2 and 3$ we ha^e,
W-j^pH-^mjH (5)
where now roj is the component of j along f-| ^ which may take the values
j — ) • • . — l4* / -j • Thus, we have a series of Zj+f energy levels
possible for a particular J. Using Bohr's frequency rule
tan*
h^z = AEl)2 («
This is the resonance condition^ relating the frequency of the transi-
tion
> *m,m' **** two V**™*** *»» wblevels and the perturbing field.
Selection rules arise governing Am from an exas&nation of the probabil-
ity of transition (in sec ) between two levels, m and n, by absorption of
electromagnetic radiation. This is given bys
P^m' *
-j^r I<« l/**l *n'> | eK,ai) <8>
where My .lis the incident density of radiative energy/unit frequency
range, at the resonant frequency, Vm m ' • py Using appropriate electronic wave
functions, the non-vanishing matrix elements in equation 8 oay be calculated*
The following conditions on Am result:
(a)Am»0 , for radiation linearly polarised parallel to H (corresponds
to no transition).
(bMm=t|, for radiation linearly polarised perpendicular to H.

Therefore, equation 7 becomes simply i
shcwJry, that transitions may be induced between the levels for which Am=£l,
by an oscillating microwave magnetic field of frequency,V, perpendicular to
an external field, H •
However, since induced emission and induced absorption are both equally
probable, a net absorption will occur only if a population difference exists
in favor of the lower state* If a system is in thermal equilibrium, the




or, for this case, since 3P" >>y I
JkT VS •>
the excess number of atoms in the lower state is:
excess = Nm-Nm+l= Nm(^) W
(Power absorbed)= pet excess in ] V (Energy \(12)




XfTransition -1(Probability (sec )
/power absorbed) ££ M [SrW p (13)
Hence, for greater ease in detection, use of high fields and low too*
peratures is desirable*
When an unpaired electron absorbs power and goes to a higher level,
there must be a mechanism whereby it may lose energy (other than by induced
emission) or the populations in the two levels involved would soon become
equal, and no further absorption would occur* Relaxation processes account

9for this energy loss* 3uch processes will tend to reduce the lifetime,AT
,
in a given state, however, and cause the resonance to be broadened by an
aasunt l
AE~/^t tu)
according to the uncertainty principle*
Further aspects of line broadening will be discussed in the following
sections, while detailed accounts of the effects of saturation and relaxs-
20, 21
tion processes may be found in the literature*
B» The ^-factor, dearly all free radical spectra occur at g-values
rery close to the free spin g-factor of 2*0023 (variation from 2*0 occurs
from a consideration of relativistic effects)* This would suggest that the
contribution of the orbital angular Momentum to the resultant magnetic moment
is slight, or an effective quenching of orbital angular momentum has occurred*
For an unpaired electron in a free radical, this effect cay be explained
by a consideration of the covalent bonding of the atoms in the radical* De-
locali&aticn of the unpaired electron onto the surrounding bonded atcess
occurs with a resultant quantization of the orbital angular momentum along
the axis of the bond* This is essentially a Stark splitting of the 2 -£+1
degenerate atomic orbital levels by a strong electric field along the molecu-
lar bond axis, leaving one orbital level considerably lower in energy than
the others* For most cases, this splitting is so large that only the lower
orbital level is populated at normal temperatures* Effectively, the system
is now an orbital singlet, and an effective orbital angular momentum, X — ,
aay be assigned*
The internal field interacts directly with the orbital angular momentum,
orienting it along the field axis, but only indirectly with the spin angular
momentum, through the mechanism of spin-orbit coupling. The perturbing effect
of spin-orbit coupling causes the spin to process about the resultant of the

10
applied magnetic field and the smaller orbital magnetic dipole field, bring*
ing about an asymmetry in the total angular momentum, and consequently in
the g-factor. The most pronounced effect of this nature is observed in
22, 23
single crystals, in which the spatial orientation of the molecular bond
about which the orbital momentum processes is fixed in the solid. If Q.. and
Q are the g-factors observed when the bond axis is parallel and perpendic-
ular to the applied field, the g-factor for the molecular symmetry axis at





C and d will be functions of the energy separation of the orbital levels
and the magnitude of the spin-orbit coupling.
In the polycrystalline (powder) samples used in these studies, anisotropy
in the g-factor appears as a broadening of the lines, due to the randan, orien-
tations of the individual crystals in the sample.
c * Kroerfine Structure . The groat usefulness of electron spin reso-
nance in free radical studies arises from the existence of well resolved and
characteristic hyperfine structure. The hyperfine splitting of an electron
resonance line occurs because of the interaction between the magnetic moment
of the unpaired electron and the magnetic moment of nuclei which are included
24
in the molecular orbital of the electron. Abragam and Price have developed
a theory for such an interaction for the particular case of a single nucleus
in the electron paramagnetic resonance of hydrated iron-group crystals,
which is sufficiently general for application to free radicals. In this
work, a *spin Haniltonian* is derived, in which a series of terms describing
each interaction is included* For free radicals, assuming orbital quenching,




uThe first tera describes the Interaction of the magnetic field with the elec-
tron nonent and gives rise to fine structure, already discussed; while the
second tar., concerns Hal -Ijctroa spi^-nucijcr spia Interaction, Hm wVlfftwl
of the hyporfine structure, lore detailed examination reveals that this lat-
ter interaction may be divided into two parts, an anisotropic component and
an isotropic component*
The anisotropic hyperfine splitting occurs as a result of the classical
interaction of two point magnetic dipoles, and is given byt
angular aoaentum in units of tt for the unpaired electron, {?n is the nuclear
isagastoti,X is the nuclear spin angular moasntura in units of "ft , and A is
the radius vector from the nucleus to the unpaired electron*
25
The isotropic interaction, first treated by Fermi, cones from a non-
vanishing electronic wave function density at the nucleus, and occurs only
for s-type electrons* It aay be written in the following aaannerx
and |<fto)| is the probability density of the electron wave function at the
p**. - * *^>S»e,^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^
perflne interaction raay then be written as
In the magnetic fields of a few kilogauss usually used in spin resonance
work, the electronic and nuclear spins are decoupled and precess independently
about the direction of the applied field* In this ease, the quantum maters

12
a and a nay be defined as the projection of the electronic span and the spin
of the nucleus respectively, upon the field direction. Then
S".X =Mm (a)
""*
(S'jt)(l-A) = ttmnZCos Z& (at)
whore is the angle between a and the field axis* Evaluation of the energies
from equation 19 is now straightforward. Expanding to include the effects




the average of the anisotropic term over the orbital of the unpaired electron*
this term will, in general, be a function of the orientation of the free
radical with respect to the field, while for a spherically symmetric s orbi-
tal it. goes to sere.
we may now write the complete resonance condition, including l^perfine
effects
i
or hiz-sPO + AM] (25)
where AH^XA-Ht' represents the width of the hyperfine splitting in gauss,
the quantity usually measured.
A primary source of the hyperfine interaction in biological free radi-
cals is the hydrogen nucleus. For an electron in a hydrogen Is orbital, the
anisotropic contribution vanishes, leaving the isotropic term, which has a
value of 507 gauss. She ratio of the total isotropic splitting to 507 gauss
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will then give the fraction of Is character the unpaired electron in a free
radical will have in the vicinity of the hydrogen nuclei* If the unpaired
electron couples equally with n protons
\\<v=tfti +AZmi m
This will result in 2n-f-l lines, with the relative intensity of each line
proportional to the number of distinct arrangements of the n protons to give
each value of 2t*p The splittings between the lines measure the Is charac-
ter of the unpaired electron*
0. Configarational Interaction. In many spin resonance spectra, hyper-
fine splittings are observed when the application of atomic and molecular
orbital theory coupled with the considerations of the previous sections would
predict no, or very small, splittings would occur* Thus, an unpaired electron
associated with a planar ring structure, and delocalised in the TT-orbital
system, above and below the plane of the ring, would be expected to have a
sero wave-function density at the nuclei of the ring, and consequently no
interaction with the edge protons of the ring* It is found experimentally,
however, that a marked and well-resolved hyperfine structure does exist in
27
this case* The effect of configurational interaction supplies the important
mechanism whereby this may occur* First, let us consider the bonding between
a carbon and a hydrogen atom* Carbon, through hybridization of its atomic
28
orbitals, may be found in any one of three equivalent bonding configurations*
2 3
They are designated sp, or digonalj sp or trigonal; and sp , or tetragonal;
with bond angles of 180°, 120°, and 109° 28 », respectively. A bonding
hydrogen atom will then form a tr bond with one of the hybrid carbon orbitals*
An unpaired electron in the carbon p orbital will then have no probability

14
density at the proton, and hence no hyperfine splitting. However, if we
allow higher order nolecular orbitals of the proper ayiaaetry to sdx with the
bonding 0" orbital, there will also be an admixture with the orbital of the
unpaired electron and hence, a finite probability density at the site of the
29
proton, accounting for the observed hyperfine splitting. Welssman and
30
icConnell have treated tills configurational interaction quantitatively,
with the result that the hyperfine splitting produced by a proton attached
to a given carbon atom is linearly proportional to the electron density on
that carbon atom* The hyperfine splitting due to interaction with this pro-
ton say then be written as
A H = QPc (27)
where A is the unpaired spin density on the ith carbon atom, and Q is a
semi-empirical constant, depending upon the molecule ("^Tgauss for aromatic
hydrocarbons ) •
31
More rigorous analysis of the configurational interaction revealed the
possibility of negative spin density at certain carbon atoms* This negative
spin density Is produced by the disturbing effect of the unpaired electron
on the orbitals of the paired electrons, causing an effective unpairing of
the previous balanced orbits which creates a spin density opposite in sign
to the electron producing it* The algebraic sum of the spin densities re-
nins unity, for the positive spin densities increase proportionally; how-
ever, the hyperfine splitting depends upon the sum of the xaagnitudes of the
spin densities, which saay now exceed unity, ie*
fft-l, b"+ ;>>J>l . (28)I I. ' — '
I
S* llvperconragation* The previous theory is still not adequate to




p orbital when a methyl (CHo) group is bonded to an sp hybridized carbon
Through the proper combination of the proton wave functions in the
methyl group, however, a composite wave function may be formed with the same
spatial symmetry as that of the carbon p orbital* Interaction will then
occur through the overlap between the two wave functions* Since the methyl
group rotates about the OC bond, the three protons contribute equally to
the splitting* This type of interaction, depending upon the overlap of wave*
functions with the same symmetry or pseudo-symmetry, is called fhyperconjuga-
tion.»
Here again we may write for the splitting (for each proton)
t
AH = QPl (29)
where P* is the spin density on the sp carbon, and Q is a seal-empirical
constant («"*25 gauss)* Thus, it nay be seen that hypercon ligation is a more
direct and potent effect than configurational interaction*, each proton of
the methyl group producing approximately the same splitting as a proton con-
nected directly to the carbon atom in question*
*• I*ia» Widths* Observed line widths for free radical spectra depend
upon many variables: the spin-lattice interaction, dipole-dipole coupling
(an anisotropic spin-spin interaction), exchange narrowing, homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening, and anisotrophy in the g-factor*
The spin-lattice interaction involves all processes in which the elec-
tron spins may give up energy to the molecule or lattice as a whole* Most
generally, the interaction takes place through the intermediary of spin-orbit









where A is tna splitting to the next orbital level, ^| is the spin-orbit
coupling coefficient, T the absolute temperature, H is a constant having a
value of 4 or 6, and U t a constant equal to 1 or 7> depending upon whether
resonance exchange or a Kaaan process is predominant* In free radicals, A
is quite small, and as explained in Section C,A is large, resulting in large
values for T-.* Thus, the spin-lattice interaction is not usually strong
enough to cause appreciable broadening by shortening the lifetime in the
state* The reverse effect may occur, however; that is, the value for ?^ may
be so large that at high power levels saturation effects occur and houogen-
eous broadening is produced because the spins cannot return to the lower
state quickly enough* This will cause both a reduction in line intensity
and a flattening of the line shape*
The anisotropic electron spin-nuclear spin interaction depends, as
noted in Section D, upon the averaging of an orientation-dependent tens over
the orbital of the unpaired electron* For a fixed orientation of the radi-
33
cal within the solid, detailed analysis reveals that the interaction with
one proton results in a doublet splitting with two rather large subsidiary
shoulders* while the interaction with store than one proton becomes rather
34
complex, although specific cases have been calculated* 'Tumbling 9 or rota-
tion of the free radical in a random rranner within the solid will tend to
reduce the splitting* These Hurablings 9 are transitions between the rota-
tional states of the molecule induced by interaction with the surrounding
35
lattice* weissman has shown that the anisotropic dipolar interaction can
average to aero, if the •tumbling I of the protons is greater than the fre-
quency corresponding to the hyperfine splitting*
In the free radicals studied here, an intermediate effect was found;
that is, anisotropic dipole-dipole interaction was present, but as a broaden-
ing of the lines* This was especially apparent in the effect on the observed
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spectra of lowering the temperature to 77°K from 300°K« In these cases, a
strong broadening of the lines was observed due to the hindered tumbling
motions of the radicals at the reduced temperature.
Electron spin-spin interaction between free radicals may also occur;
however, the free radical concentrations are quite small in the cctnpounds
studied, and therefore this interaction plays little role in line broadening*
A closely related effect is exchange narrowing, an interaction which
results in an effective averaging of the anisotropic spin-spin interaction
similar to the 'tumbling* of the radicals mentioned previously, thus reduc-
ing the line width* It also plays a significant role only for high radical
concentration, the most common case being for diphenyl-picryl hydraadl (DPTH).
Inhoraogeneous broadening is related to the inhataogeneity of the mag-
netic field at the sample* It is estimated to be within 0*1 gauss in this
case and therefore will not contribute appreciably to the line widths ob-
served*
G* Badlation py^^ and the Cage Effect . Creation of the unpaired
electrons observed in these studies may occur in several ways* At first,
ionization of the molecule takes place either directly, through Compton and
photoelectric processes, or indirectly through other secondary excitations*
Once the event of radiation damage has occurred, the resulting products will
then establish equilibrium with the surrounding media. This may be accom-
plished through reorganisation of the electronic structure, or by reactions
with the surrounding molecules to form more stable structures*
In certain cases, as in the polypeptides investigated here, the electron
vacancy may migrate to the site of a proton, combine with it and escape the
molecule, leaving a free radical which is stable over long periods of time.
In this ease the radical is trapped (the cage effect) in the material of

ia
which it is a part. Movement of such radicals is restricted, while reaction
with the cage walls only produces the products already present—hence , the
est stable configuration is reached. The radicals will be free to more
about within the cage* this motion being the •tumbling* referred to in the
previous section, which results in the reduction of anisotropic line broad-
ening.
H* Polypeptide Structure .
Amino acids in chains
Are the cause, so the X-ray explains,
Of the stretching of wool
And its strength when you pull,
And show why it shrinks when it rains**
As early as 1300, systematic investigations of the complex substances
36
which characterise fliving* matter were under way; and in 1844 » Wilder
applied the term •Protein* to these substances. The simplest amino acid,
glycine, was isolated and identified as a product of protein hydrolysis in
1820, and in the succeeding years a total of 26 amino acids have been shown
37
to result .from decomposition of proteins. With only slight variation, all
the amino acids are characterized by the following basic structure:
u HMs i //
where E designates a particular side chain which is the distinguishing fea-
ture of a particular audno acid. The carbon atom in the COOH group is in
sp hybridization and hence this group is planar, while the other carbon,




designated the oC -carbon, is in an sp-* or tetragonal bonding configuration.
In© isomeric forms may exist, the one shown, called the L, or lev© form, and
Its mirror image, called the D, or dextro form.
In proteins or polypeptides, the various amino acid constituents are
joined together through a process in which the carboxyl (COCH) group of one
amino acid loses an OH which combines with an H from the amine (HH2) group of
the next to fom water and a covalent OG-Mi bond. This is termed fpeptide
»
bonding, r*a phenomenon of denaturisation and the stretching of fibrous
proteins have pointed to the existence of other bonding factors, notably the
hydrogen bond, which play a significant role in the spatial configuration
for polypeptide and protein chains, the hydrogen bond involves the sharing
of hydrogen atoms between the nitrogen and the carbonyl oxygen of different
peptide bonds to form linkages of the type ~&t. • • • • .0C-.
Bond energies for this hydrogen bond are roughly 1&»20 times weaker
than other bonds in the chain.
/Numerous spatial configurations for the proteins and the polypeptides
have been proposed, taking into account the factors .mentioned plus the re-
sults of X-ray and infra-red maftauree&nts. Of these, the fpleated sheet*
38
structure for an extended peptide chain proposed by Pauling and Corey for
p -keratin corresponds closely to that assumed for the polypeptides studied
in this thesis. Xn this model, adjacent peptide chains are joined through
inter-chain hydrogen bonding to form the layer or 'sheet.
'
Final conclusions as to the structure of the synthetic polypeptides
studied here have not been reached; however, and therefore further discus-
sion of this aspect will not be attempted.
The samples used in these studies were synthesised in a one-step poly-
39
merisation process, rather than through the laborious step-by-step classi-
cal synthesis of peptides, resulting in macroaolectilas with varying molecular

20
mights* In the discussion of results, molecular Heights listed will there-
fore be an average for the particular s&uipla* The structure of the indivi-





A# General* The experimental curves reported here were obtained from
a standard it-band (3 cm. wavelength) spectrometer system, with a second
derivative representation and rectilinear recording as provided by a Texas
Instruments Corporation Recti/riter pen and ink recorder* A block diagram
of the system used is shown in Figure 1.
The system is similar in principle and operation to the spectrometer
40
described by Jeringer and Castle for the study of paramagnetic gasses*,
Modified in this laboratory and adapted for use with single and polycrystal-
line saiqples. The spectrometer employs a direct transmission scheme with a
barretter or bolometer detector and phase sensitive lock in detection, an
arrangement which possesses the advantages of simplicity and comparatively
u
high detection efficiency.
B* The Microwave System* ^crowave power is fed into the system from
a Varian type VA-2013 klystron operating at a frequency of 9*2 £ftc* with an
average power output of 50 milliwatts* External stabilization was not
employed, since this klystron, when water cooled, was found to be sufficiently









































The klystron is electronically fine tuned at the regulated power supply to
natch the resonant frequency of the transmission cavity -with the sample in
position, and is coupled to the cavity through a ferrite gyrator and an
attenuator. The gyrator and the attenuator as well as those other standard
microwave components which were used, whose functions and operations are
well known, will not be described here.
The cavity employed is operated in the IS 012 mode, and serves to con-
centrate the microwave power at the sample* The cavity is shown in perspec-
tive in Figure 2, with the relative orientation of the D. C. magnetic field
and the microwave magnetic field indicated at the location of the sample*
It may be seen that at this position, centered in the cavity, the sample is
in the maximum microwave magnetic field for aaxioum absorption, and also at
minimum microwave electric field to reduce non-resonant dielectric losses*
For detection of the microwave power transmitted by the cavity, a
Sperry type 321 barretter is utilised* The barretter has as its active ele-
ment a fine platinum wire which is mounted at, and parallel to, the maximum
microwave electric field* When properly biased, the resistance of the bar-
retter is given by
R= R + JP (31)
where E - 100 ohms, J * 6 ohms per milliwatt, ns 0*9, and P is the total
power, D* C* and microwave, dissipated in the barretter* Thus, changes in
the microwave power transmitted through the cavity to the barretter are con-
verted to voltage changes which in turn are amplified by a narrow-band low
noise amplifier and fed to the signal input of a phase-sensitive lock-in
detector* The barretter, being an ohmic device, displays none of the low
frequency noise typical of crystal detectors, and therefore is preferable as
a detector when low frequency magnetic field modulation is used, as in this
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C* The £jUBK& System * The D* C* magnetic field neceeeary for observa-
tion of reeonanoe nay be found from the resonance condition, aquation 9, by
using a fixed frequency (fy ) of 9*2 KKc, and a g-factor of 2s
H=^1je- = 32^5auss (32)
This field is supplied by an electro-magnet with 3 inch diameter pole
faces and a 5/8 inch air gap, powered by a bank of storage batteries. This
provides, without complex regulating circuits, a relatively stable field
which is homogeneous over the volume of the sasapls to within 0*1 gauss, a
figure which is quite satisfactory for the polycrystaliine samples used,
since line widths greater than 2 gauss may be expected*
To obtain the complete resonance pattern for g values differing sligntly
from 2, wtih a fixed microwave frequency, the resonance condition indicates
that the D. C* magnetic field must be varied* To accomplish this, the cur-
rent to the field coils of the magnet is taken from a bank of 6A£7 tubes
whose grid bias is controlled by a sweep circuit driven in turn by a constant
speed clock motor* This permits a linear sweep of the magnetic field over a
range of 200-300 gauss at a rate of approximately 30 gauss per minute* Fur-
ther stabilisation of the field is accomplished in the sweep circuit through
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the use of a degenerative feedback loop*
For detection purposes, low frequency variable amplitude magnetic field
modulation is employed* An audio oscillator generates a 140cps* sine-wave
which is amplified by a power amplifier and applied to a small modulation
coil on the magnet* When passing through an absorption line, this magnetic
field modulation is converted to an amplitude modulation of the transmitted
microwave power in the usual manner* Because of the non-linear character of
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the absorption curve, however, the amplitude modulated microwave power trans-
mitted will now not only possess variations at the fundamental modulation
frequency, but will include higher harmonics of the modulation frequency as
well.
Proper selection of the fundamental or the first harmonic frequency in
the lock-in detector will then give signals proportional to the first or
second derivative of the absorption line shape. This may be seen from a
Fourier analysis of the amplitude of the transmitted microwave power in
terns of the modulation frequency* Thus, if the magnetic field varies with
amplitude as A cos uJt about a point HQ, the intensity of the micro-
wave power P(H), will be given by (using a Taylor expansion):
2
(33)




The second term in brackets indicates the variation at the fundamental
frequency is primarily due to the first derivative of the line shape, while
the third term in brackets shows that the second derivative of the line shape
will be the primary factor in the amplitude of the first harmonic or the
modulation frequency. Thus, selection of the first harmonic should then
g|ve a signal which varies as the second derivative of the line shape.
This second derivative representation was chosen for several reasons:
(1) The peak of the second derivative and the peak of the line shape
occur at the same value of the magnetic field;




(3) The appearance of the spectrum obtained more closely resembles
the actual absorption curve*
D. Jhe, Detection and Recording System Final detection of the resonance
absorption is accomplished by a phase-sensitive lock-in detector* Two sig-
nals are fed into the lock-in detector, a reference signal of 230 cps* origi-
nating at the audio oscillator via a standard frequency doubler, and the
amplified output of the barretter* These signals are both amplified intern-
ally, the input signal from the barretter by a narrow band amplifier tuned
to 260 cps* by the use of a twin-tee rejection filter in a negative feedback
loop; and the reference signal in a circuit which provides for a variable
phase shift of to 180 degrees* These two signals* properly phased, are
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then applied to a Schuster type phase-sensitive mixing section, where a
form of gating action takes place, in which the signal amplitude is only
allowed through the stage by the peaks of the reference signal, thus reject-
ing random noise beats which are not phase-coherent with the reference sig-
nal* The output of this stage is then applied to one of a group of RC
networks to permit selection of an appropriate time constant and then to a
standard push-pull D* C* amplifier which in turn provides the signal propor-
tional to the second derivative of the line shape for the recorder*
VVUh the detection system just described, the sensitivity of this
»r is such that~ 10^ unpaired spins may be detected*
£• Sxperijaantal Techniques . Since the presence of air was found to
a strong quenching effect upon the free radicals formed in the polypep-
tides used, all samples were initially irradiated and observed in a vacuum,
and then the effect of opening to air obtained*
The position for the g-value marker (indicated by an arrow at the top
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of each spectrum Illustrated) was located by superimposing the single sharp,
strong line of a small polycrystalllne sample of diphenyl-picryl-hydrasil
(DPPH) on the spectrum of the sample. The g-value for polycrystallinu DPPH
u
has been accurately measured, and is listed as
<j = 2. 0036 ±O.00OZ , 05)
Line spacings were determined by calibration of the magnetic field after
by 2+ 2+-
each run using a sample of zinc sulfide, with rto as an impurity. The Hn
A
ion gives a spectrum of six lines roughly centered about gs=2 whose spacings
45
hare been accurately determined. The g-value for any line may then be
determined quite simply by comparison with the DPPH marker, making use of
A
the field calibration to determine &W9 the splitting in gauss from the mark*
er, and the relation
£| (unknown)= 2.0036 ( I ^^f^) , (36)
at 77°£ were made with the aid of a special Dewar flask,
constructed with a projection fitting the opening in the microwave cavity
into which grail sample tubes may be placed while still remaining immersed
in liquid nitrogen. Boiling of the liquid nitrogen causes extra noise from
vibration of the sample tube in the cavity and was checked by pumping on the
flask and super-cooling the liquid nitrogen just prior to each run.
Both room temperature and liquid nitrogen sample tubes, as well as the
Dewar flask projection were constructed from Corning type 7070 glass which
has an especially low attenuation of microwave energy.
The free radicals observed were produced by irradiation in a kilocurie
Cobalt 60 source, with dosages ranging from 2*5 million roentgens. Primary





A* General Discussion. A number of synthetic polypeptides have been
irradiated both at 77°K and 300°X and their spin resonance patterns have
been observed* Sarly efforts to observe spin resonance effects for these
samples at room temperatures and open to the atmosphere resulted in failure;
therefore , all samples were initially observed in a vacuum and then the
effect of opening to air observed for each one* Further discussion of the
important effects of air or oxygen will be given in Section I.
Since the primary radicals (see Chapter X) produced by irradiation at
77°K are generally different from those observed at 300°5, each substance
was observed as it warmed from Tf* to room temperature in order to observe
the effect of reducing the hindered rotation (causing dipole-dipole broaden-
ing), and to observe radical changes as the spin density migrates within the
molecule* After the radical has stabilised at 300°K, the temperature is
o
reduced to 77 K again to check whether a change in the radical has taken
place, or whether the increased molecular motions at 300 K have just changed
the appearance of the spectrum while the basic form of the radical remains
unaltered* An irreversible change in the spectrum would indicate that the
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free radical or radicals produced at 77°K have changed In warring to ones
with a chemically different form*
46, 47
Measurements on single crystals of organic compounds hare shown the
complex spectra which may result for varying orientations of the radical with
respect to the field, and yet give a deceptively simple appearing spectrum in
powder form* For this reason, identification of the radical or radicals
contributing to a powder spectrum must be done with caution* Nevertheless,
in these studies certain radicals were established with a high degree of
certainty, and others will be postulated, whenever possible, to account for
the spectra observed; however, as mentioned in Chapter I, the important
value of a study of this nature arises in the establishment of the charac-
teristic behavior of individual amino acids when linked in long, protein-*'
like, peptide-bonded molecules*
Two results of these studies deserve particular mention* First, with
the exception of poly-L-proline and the ringed compounds poly-L-tyrosine and
poly-L-tryptopiian, the spectra observed for the amino acids in these long
chain molecules was found to differ considerably frora. thoce observed for the
amino acids themselves* If, then, a particular amino acid residue is con-
tributing to the 3pin resonance pattern of a protein or other similar pep-
tide-bonded molecule, it would be expected to exhibit its characteristic
peptide spectrum (as illustrated in the following sections), rather than the
spectrum of the simple amino acid* Of the polypeptides investigated here,
however, only poly-glycine and poly-sarcosin© gave patterns identical to one
of the patterns found for proteins* This provides further verification of
the hypothesis that, in proteins at 300°K, the electron vacancies caused by
the radiation migrate within the molecule to the glycine (or sarcosine) resi-
dues where one of the protons is lost and the characteristic glycine-type
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radical is formed* A similar effect Involving residues containing sulphur
could not be verified because of the unavailability of the associated poly*
peptides*
The second result concerns the quenching effect observed for all the
polypeptide resonances when evacuated samples are exposed to air or oxygen.
Again, this behavior is not characteristic of the simple amino acids, but
may be found, to a somewhat lesser extent, in the proteins, the nucleic
acids, and other organic material* Kxacdnation of the mechanism of the oxy-
gon effect (Section I) reveals how spatial configuration plays an important
role in determining the degree to which the spectrum is modified by oxygen
attack*
Particular aspects of the spectra observed for individual polypeptides
will be presented in the following sections* In these sections, compounds
with similar molecular structure or chemical behavior have been grouped to-
gether*
B. Jfce, Glycine Group t Poly-GJycins and Pol^-Sarcosine * Poly-glycine
is the simplest of the polypeptides* The basic unit, glycine, is widely
distributed among the proteins and appears in especially large proportions
in collagen and elastin* The samples used here had an average molecular
weight of 3,000 and hence the peptide chains contained an average of 52
glycine residues* Since the end groups of the simple amino acids play an
important role in the radicals produced, it is apparent that in this case
end group effects are negligible*
Included in this section with poly-glycine is poly-sarcosine (tf-methyl-
glycine), a substance of similar structure found in peanut proteins and in
an antibacterial agent, actinomycin* The average molecular weight for poly-
sarcosine is 2,500, so the peptide chains are ^25 units in length, and
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again end group effects may be neglected* The spectra of poly-glycine at
300°K and at 77°K are shown In Figure 3i of poly-sarcosine in Figure 4. A
segment of the molecule is indicated in each figure for ease In identifica-
tion of the radical; no effort has been made to indicate a spatial config-
uration, bond angles, bond lengths, or hydrogen bonding where it is expected
to exist*
Both poly-glycine and poly-sarcosine display a doublet spectra at room
temperature with an identical splitting of I? pMM between coiiporwats.






for poly-glycine where coupling with the single proton on the oC-carbon re-
sults in the doublet observed* Early observations on di-and tri-peptides of
glycine, and the later analysis of the doublet pattern in oriented silk
strands tend to confirm this result* In the report on silk, Shields and
48
Qordy have calculated the isotropic Fenrd coupling constant to be Afs 17
gauss, assuming the same radical is produced, and then proceed to account
for the orientation dependence of the doublet splitting on the basis of ani-
sotropy in the coupling constant* This work indicates that 17 gauss is
indeed the isotropic splitting to be expected for polyglycine in peptide
chains, while the observed line widths of «~-S gauss may be attributed to
the anisotropic effects which broaden the lines in this powder sample* In a
vacuum, this radical in poly-glycine is quite stable, with no detectable de-
crease in line intensity over a period of days. When opened to air, however,
A
the intensity of the resonance begins an imn&diate decay (see Figure 5)
which continues until the signal is no longer detectable* Ho evidence of
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Fig. 3 (Above) Segment of a Poly-Glycine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-Glycine: (A) Irradiated and
observed at 300°K. (B) Irradiated and observed at 77°K.
(Second derivative representation.
)
























Fig. 4" (Above) Segment of a Poly-Sarcosine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-Sarcosine: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300°K. (B) Irradiated and observed
at 77 K. (Second derivative representation.
)






FIGURE 5. OFSS TO AIR SEQUENCES PGLY-GLZCB©
(A)-(E) at same spectrometer gain, sample unmoved.
(?) leoct day, roughly the same gain settings. Split-













































the formation of a slightly asymmetrical singlet characteristic of oxygen
bonding (see Section I) is found for poly-glycine ; however, the observed de-
cay of the radical when opened to air indicates a positive effect* Since
49
poly-glycine is known to have a tightly packed structure, diffusion of
molecular oxygen to the sites of radiation damage in the molecule may very
well be inhibited to such an extent that recombination processes occur at
nearly the same rate, resulting in a reduction in signal intensity without
the concentration of bonded oxygen molecules becoming large enough to give
rise to a detectable singlet* Thus, this would appear to be a verification
that spatial configuration within the molecule plays an important role in
the effect of oxygen on biological substances*
analysis of the possible radicals that say be produced in poly-sarcosine
and still yield a glycine-like doublet leads to the conclusion that a simi-




Comparison with pcdy-glycine. the identical component splitting of 17 gauss
-Me sample, /'s
for poly-sarcosine, and the corresponding behavior when opened to air, help
A
to verify the form of the radical in both compounds*
When irradiated and observed at 77°K. toe spectrum of poly-glycine now
displays a prominent singlet with weak, broad, and unresolved shoulders
centered about gs 2*0036* The exact nature of the radical or radicals pro-
duced in this case is unknown* The radiation producing the damage is suffi-
ciently energetic to break any of the bonds or ionise the molecule, and a
combination of these primary effects is likely to be contributing to the
observed pattern* At this temperature, the most stable configuration for
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the unpaired spin produced by the radiation is not formed because migration
of the electron vacancy is hindered* When^ named to 300 K (see Figure 6),
initially the central single line sharpens due to the decrease in anisotropic
dipole-dipole coupling caused by the increased molecular notions, and then
suddenly the doublet characteristic of glycine appears. This would indicate
that at this point, a significant mobility of the unpaired spins is allowed
to permit migration and breaking of the hydrogen bond on the OC -carbon.
When completely warmed, the sample shows the typical poly-glycine doublet
with the exception of an apparent doubling of the low-field component. At
77°K again, this pattern is replaced by a broad smeared-out resonance, show-
ing a strong anisotropic dipole-dipole effect.
o
For poly-sarcosine, the observed spectrum at 77 I is a broad triplet
with intensities roughly It2:1* Here again this may result from the contri-
ve sample Is
butions of several effects. When warmed, the spectrum changes to the origi-
nal room temperature pattern, exactly. Seducing the temperature to 77 &
again causes no appreciable change in the spectrum, fto satisfactory explana-
tion can be forwarded at this time for this apparently contradictory behavior
for these similar compounds in the process of warming and then cooling again
to 77°K*
C.
.Jhg Alanine Group : Poly-L-Alaziine and Poly*-DL-Alanine . Poly-i/-
Alanine and the polypeptide forced from the mixed isomers, poly-DL-alanine.
gave nearly identical spectra, as shown in Figures 7 and 8. Average molec-
ular weights of the two compounds were 5,000, indicating molecules of
approximately 70 units in length, so that effects from end groups were neg-
ligible. The basic unit, alanine, is one of the more widely distributed of
the amino acids among the proteins3 being found in collagen, hemoglobin,
insulin, egg albumin, and many others. It forms approximately 30$ by weight


FIGfURS 6. HARMING SBQUE&CE: POLX-aiCI!©
(D) Aiter two days at 300°K. (E) Boturaed to 7TX





















Fig. 7^ (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Alanine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Alanine: (A) Irradiated and
























Fig. O (Above) Segment of a Poly-DL-Alanine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-DL-Alanine: (A) Irradiated
xO
and observed at 300 K. (B) Irradiated and observed at






uof the composition of silk fibroin*
At 300°K, the spectrum is a quartet with line intensities approximately
1:3. 5:3* 5 si and a splitting of 18.0 gauss between components* This suggests





with equal coupling of the unpaired electron with the three protons of the
ntethyl group through the mechanism of hyperconjugation* The methyl group
is thought to be rotating about the C-C bond sufficiently at this temperature
to average out any anisotropic coupling, so that just the isotropic Fermi
coupling remains* Using the relation for the spin density, equation 29, and
A 50
a proportionality constant, (*6 of 26 gauss, we find
p, sM s Ji (37)
or a spin density of M on the cC -carbon* The variation in line intens-
ities from the ideal 1*3:3*1 pattern expected for the methyl radical would
indicate a slight mixing of a radical in which the methyl group is removed
and the unpaired electron interacts with the remaining proton*
Contrary to the behavior of single crystals of alanine or alanine
itself, the observed room temperature spectrttmis affected quite strongly by
the admission of air to the sample* Within 5 minutes the strong quartet is
replaced by a rather weak singlet which then continues to decay and dis-
appears(see Figure 9)« Further explanation of this oxygen effect* and its
importance will be found in Section I*
-fhz sample- is
When irradiated and observed in a vacuum at 77°K> the basic character
of the spectra is altered* The primary form is now that of a quintet, with
the addition of a small line on the shoulder of the central peak 3 split


FIGURE 9. OP&i 10 AIR SKQUBUCS* POLI-L-AUMIiffi
Spectroaeter gain regains the same in (A)-(D). Behavior
of poly-DL-alanine is siiailar. Times listed are to the






(D)IN AIR- 37 MIN.
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from the peak by~U gauss* The spacings of ths components of the quintet
are a>21 gauss. As in many of the resonances observed at 77°£, no plausible
single radical can be identified here; apparently the pattern is the result
of several superimposed radicals* Figure 10 illustrates the warming sequence
typical of both poly-L-alanine and poly-DL-alanine* At 300 K, the typical
room temperature pattern appears, with corresponding line intensities and
splittings* The change is irreversible, £e., no change in the pattern takes
place when the temperature is lowered to 77 K again, indicating a definite
chemical change in the radical from that which is originally observed at
liquid nitrogen temperatures*
*>• i& Hfllm Group* £&£2k=M£g&; BtefcitfMaab && Mr-P^wtim*
Ths structure of poly-L-leueine and poly-L-valine Is quite similar* Both of
the amino acids from which they are constructed possess side chains with
two methyl groups at the ends, and exhibit similar chemical properties. Both
amino acids are important in human metabolism and are listed as indispens-
able* to the diet* The molecular weights of the samples used were as 1,150
for poly-L-valine, /v 3,500 for poly-L-leucine, and 4*500-10,000 for poly-BL-
leucine, giving molecules of /*18, /v/30, and 40-38 residues in length* End
group effects will therefore play little if any role in the spectra observed*
At room temperature, the speetrttnof poly-L-valins is essentially a
singlet as shown in Figure 11; however, Y9xy low amplitude magnetic field
modulation shows the existence of structure, &e*, the broad singlet appears
actually to be an incompletely resolved doublet whose components are spaced
-the sample-
k
a/5 gauss apart* hfoen opened to air, an extremely rapid quenching of the
spectra is observed (see Figure 12)^ the resonance becoming almost undetect-
able within three minutes' time* This may be contrasted to the 9 line
spectra, unaffected by air reported for the simple amino acid, L-valine*


FIGURE 10. WaRMIMG SBQUEHCSt PQLY-DL-AU.il:M
This illustrates the migration of spin density to the
room temperature configuration. PolyL-alanine reacts




























Fig. II (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Valine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Valine: (A) Irradiated and







FIGUHS 12* OPEN TO AIR SSQUOTS: POLY-L-VALIMB
Gain settings are the same; tine is measured from
opening to air to the center of the resonance* Note




(B) In Air- 3 min.
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Poly-L-leucine and poly-DL-leucine display nearly identical spectra at
300°K and at 77°K. (See Figure 14 and Figure 15)« The primary character of
the roan temperature curves is that of a strong doublet of +* 20 gauss splits-
ting upon which is superimposed a rather weak and poorly resolved triplet*
This might occur from a combination of two radicals, primarily one in which
the B-group is removed, giving rise to the strong doublet, plus a snail mix-
ture of a radical in which the OC -carbon proton is removed, and the unpaired
spin density now interacts with the two nearest protons of the fi group. In-
teractions with other protons in the R group are now likely to be too weaic to
-fko, sample, 15
be detectable* When opened to air, a fairly strong singlet replaces the
characteristic resonance* The singlet decays at a moderate rate becoming
undetectable in 2 to 4 hours* (The ard.no acid, L-leucine, is unaffected by
air and displays a complex pattern at 300°K*) When irradiated and observed
at 77 K, evacuated samples of toe three polypeptides of this series exhibit
spectra of a similar nature* All show a dominant single line, surrounded by
six or eight smaller lines (the outer pair of lines are quite weak, and
their presence is not definitely established) whose intensities do not fit
the ratios expected for equal or nearly equal coupling with six (or eight)
protons*
When allowed to warm to 300°K, the spectra of all three compounds gradu-
ally changed to the pattern which is observed for a sample irradiated at
300°Xj an example of which is shown in Figure 13 for poly-L-valine* Of inter-
est is the change from (it) to (B) in the figure, illustrating the effect on
the sharpness of the lines when the anisotropic broadening from hindered
rotations at 77 S is removed by wanning* Gradual migration of the spin dens-
ity may be followed in (C) through (£) coupled with a loss in detection
efficiency as predicted in equation 13* In (s), the characteristic room
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Fig. \4r (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Leucine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L- Leucine: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300°K. (B) Irradiated and observed
at 77 K. (Second derivative representation.
)
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Fig. \5 (Above) Segment of a Poly-DL-Leucine molecule:
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-DL-Leucine: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300 K. (B) Irradiated and observed








FIGURS 16. OPS?? TO AIR SEQUE2IOS: PQLI-L-LSUCIH3
Thia ssqusnce shown th<* laodenately r&p±d qputencfcing




(B) In Air- 2 min.




fJie specrru* obtained tffer
temperature spectram is finally reached, and then returning the sample to
A
77 K is displayed in (F). The broadening and reduction in intensity of the
resonance in (P) is typical of the effect of anisotropic broadening at this
temperature. Similar effects are noted for the other members of this group*
S. £& &&&S& groups Po^L-Prol^ne, FolyWivdroxi^L-Proline . and
Poly-0 1Acetyl-RvdroxW^Proliue . Availability of the members of this group
allows the investigation of the effect of substitutions in the basic R-group
structure on the resonances observed. Segments of the polypeptide chains
and the spectra obtained are illustrated in Figures 17-19.
The basic residue of the group, the amino acid, proline, is widely dis-
tributed among the proteins, with an especially large proportion in zein
and gelatin, while hydraxy-L-proline has a rather limited distribution ex-
cept for a lares amount in gelatin and collogen. O.acetyl hydix>xy-L-proline
is an artificially substituted derivative of proline and is not found natur-
ally* Minimum chain length for this group is 26 residues, and therefore end
groups will have little influence.
Curves for all three cozspounds show an expected similarity, both at
o o
300 K and at 77 £j the basic characteristic of all being a five line spec-
trum of varying line intensities and spacings. For poly-L-proline, the
existence of what apparently is a weak pair of lines outside the central
triplet (see Figure 17) is in doubt* Repeated sweeps through the resonance
did not consistently reproduce the pattern shown; however, a small variation
in spectrometer sensitivity could easily mask such weak components. The
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Fig. If (Above) Segment of a Poly-L- Proline molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Proline: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300 K. (B) Irradiated and observed at






















Fig. 18 (Above) Segment of a Poly-Hydroxy-L-Proline molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-Hydroxy-L-Proline: (A)
o,
Irradiated and observed at 300 K. (B) Irradiated and































Fig. I 9 (Above) Segment of a Poly-O. Acetyl Hyroxy-L-Proline
molecule. (Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves
for an evacuated sample of Poly-O. Acetyl Hyroxy-L-
Proline: (A) Irradiated and observed at 300°K.










where the unpaired spin density interacts quite strongly with the two pro-
tons on the closest carbon through hyperconjugation* Interaction with the
other protons would exist, but only very weakly from a small overlapping
spin density on the adjoining carbons, giving rise to the extremely weak
components observed*
The other two members of this series both display five line resonances
at 300°K which in this case have component splittings of a* 12 gauss, roughly
half that for proline. This probably involves a combination of unequal
coupling with one and then two protons, but identification of the possible
radicals will not be attempted*
An interesting comparison between these compounds may be derived from
the effect of oxygen on the respective radicals* Both poly-L-proline and
poly-O.acetyl-liytlrcxy-L-proline show a strong quenching of the resonance*
weak singlet8 appearing within 4 minutes, which then decay* The spectrum of
poly-hydroxy-l^proline, however , remains unchanged when opened to air, but
begins decaying slowly and gradually disappears in 2k hours* Thus there
appears to be a stabilising or protecting effect due to the addition of the
hydroxy! (OH) group to proline, which then is cancelled or counteracted with
the addition of the acetyl group*
When warmed, the poly-L-proline and poly-4]yciroxy-L-proline samples both
change to the triplet characteristic of proline, while the rather unusual
warming cycle for poly-0*acetyl hydroxy-L-proline is shown in Figure 20* The
effects of hindered rotation, spin density migration, and dipole-dipols
broadening are apparent*
1L& ft*nga<* Group * Poly»L«»Phenylalanine . Poly-DL»Phenrlalftn1 ne . PoIp-L-
Tvrosine . Poly-i-Tryptophan . and Pol^DL-Tryptophan* The members of this
group, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan, are found as a result of the
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this sequence shows the gradual development of the room
temperature pattern. In (H) the effect of anisotropic









hydrolysis of a wide variety of proteins, although usually in rather snail
amounts. All are characterized by the presence of an aromatic ring as part
of their Regroup structure. Average nolecular weights of the samples used
ware such that a ndnisum of 21 residues was present in the scaliest mole-
cules, and hence end group effects were negligible.
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In early work on the amino acids of this group, the broad single res-
onance of roughly 25 gauss spread, which would be expected for an unpaired
spin density on the ring structure, was observed for both tyrosine and tryp-
tophan, while phenylalanine gave a similar broad resonance superimposed on a
triplet structure* In the polypeptides formed from these compounds this be-
havior seems to be the same (see Figures 21, 22, 25, 26, and 27), with the
exception of the phenylalanines. In these two ccopcunds, the spectrum at
300°K now appears to be a strong broad resonance resulting from a superposi-
tion of a doublet of <** 17 gauss splitting and, quite possibly, a broad trip-
let or singlet. This may occur as a result of breaking the 0-C bond to the
1 group, leaving an unpaired electron to interact with the single remaining
proton on the polypeptide chain backbone in a radical similar to poly-glycine
and giving the doublet with «^17 gauss splitting. The additional broadening
with an apparent center line would then arise from an unpaired electron sta-
bilised on the ring structure and interacting only weakly with the attached
CH2 group. This radical structure shorn a strong oxygen effect (Figure 24)
»
the resonance disappearing within three minutes after being opened to air.
In the polypeptides of tyrosine and tryptophan the resonances observed
at room ten-perature were extremely weak and short-lived even in a vacuum* In
poly-L-tyrosine, it seems probable that the proton from the OH group would
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in which the impaired electron would be delocalized in the Tf -orbital sys-
tem of the ring structure* Hyperfine splitting from the protons on the ring
would take place through the mechanism of configurational interaction; how*
52
ever, splittings of *^2 gauss would be expected , and these would only
cause an unresolvabls broadening for these poly-crystalline samples.
Stellar spectra are observed for poly-L-tryptophan and poly-DL-trypto-
phan* Loss of the M proton is expected for these compounds. This would
produce a radical that would allow the unpaired spin to become delocalized
on the two ring structures which are basically co-planar and thus would have
overlapping TT orbital systems*
-Wife scwpk 'is
Wien opened to air, (see Figure 28) the broad singlet appears to becoa»
A
enhanced* This unusual behavior raay be explained by a consideration of the
characteristics of the spectroceter system. In norraal operation, low ampli-
tude Magnetic field modulation is employed for —tf— resolution of any
closely spaced hyperfine splittings. This, however, lowers the relative
intensity of broad resonances. In this case, the following sequence of
events explains the effects seen in Figure 23. The broad resonance in (A),
observed for the sairsple when irradiated in a vacuum, is replaced by a caxch
narrower oxygen singlet when opened to air. This narrow line appears
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stronger, (B), because of the effects of field modulation. In (C) and (D),
the normal decay of the oxygen singlet is observed. Unfortunately, the
short lifetime of the resonance in poly-L-tyrosine in a vacuum prevented
the observation of any similar oxygen effect for it.
o
At 77 K, the tryptophan and tyrosine samples again show the broad
single resonance, with slightly greater intensity. This indicates that
migration of charge may occur in these molecules even at this temperature.
A contributing factor to this ease in migration undoubtedly is the high de-
gree of planarity in the E group, resulting in overlapping TT-orbitals.
Me StfMfle i£
When warmed, no significant changes take place; the resonances decrease in
A
intensity, and rather quickly disappear. Lowering the temperature to 77°K
again does not make the resonance detectable, &e., a definite decay of the
radicals has occurred.
For pcly-fc-phenylalanine and poly-DL-pheqyl.ala.nine , a representative
warming cycle is shown in Figure 23« Absence of the easily removed proton
of the OH group found in tyrosine alters the behavior of these samples both
at 300°K and at 77°K» Here, at 77°K, a broad quintet gradually changes to
the singlet characteristic of an unpaired electron on an aromatic ring
structure.
G. Jhe, Acid Group ? Poly-L-Aspartic Acid and, fV&W/Kautaeic Acid.
The members of this group are unique araong the polypeptides studied since
the side chain or R group is terminated with a carbaxyl group (COOII)* Both
amino acids are present in large amounts in plant proteins, while glutamic
acid is of particular importance in the metabolic processes of plants, ani-
mala, and micro-organisms. With average molecular weights of 7*000-3, 500
and 15,00020,000, corresponding to chains of 61-74 reslduss for poly-L-
aspartic acid and of 116-155 residues for poly-L-glutar^ic acid respectively,
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Fig. 21 (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Phenylalanine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Phenylalanine: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300°K. (B) Irradiated and observed at
,o
77 K. (Second derivative representation.
)
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Fig. 2£ (Above) Segment of a Poly-DL- Phenylalanine molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-DL- Phenylalanine: (A)
Irradiated and observed at 300°K. (B) Irradiated and
observed at 77 K. (Second derivative representation.
)
POLY-DL-







figure 23. *mam sbqpencssj poly-l-ph^hiclalaijine




















FIGURE 2k* Wm TO AIR SSQUBNCBt KJLT-I^FHSmALANINE
Spsctromstar gain is the saras in (A) and (B).
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POLY-L-PHENYL ALANINE 300° K
(A) Evacuated



















Fig. 2o (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Tyrosine molecule.
(Facing Page) .Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Tyrosine: (A) Irradiated
,o
and observed at 300 K. (B) Irradiated and observed at
77 K. (Second derivative representation.
)
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Fig.46 (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Tryptophan molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Tryptophan: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300 K. (B) Irradiated and observed at



































Fig.27- (Above) Segment of a Poly-DL-Tryptophan molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-DL-Tryptophan: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300°K. (B) Irradiated and observed at
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FIGl'SS 2B. ORES TO AIS S3QUWIC3: NUMr-flaRBflU
(E) shews apparent increase in signal intensity issraedi-
ately after being opened* (C) and (D) show subsequent





(B) In Air-3 min.
(C) In Air-22min.
(D) In Air-3 hours
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end groups are expected to have no effect on the resonances.
Poly-L-aspartic acid at 300°K gives a triplet spectrm with intensities
varying roughly as lt2il and with an average splitting of 21 gauss between
components. An unpaired electron left at the site of the OC -carbon from
removal of a single proton would interact with the protons of the adjoining
carbon to give a spectrum of this nature. Removal of the proton from the
OH group could also give a similar spectrin providing the unpaired spin is
delocalised sufficiently to interact with the adjoining CH2 group.
-fhe sanfW <s
when opened to air, the spectrum disappears within 4 minutes, leaving a
A
wsalr singlet which then decays and becomes masked in the noise level. Poly-
L-glutamic acid, with the addition of an additional CH2 &roup to the sans R
aide chain, gives a compound doublet when irradiated at 300°X which remains
unchanged when exposed to air except for a gradual decrease in signal strength.
The splitting between the lines is «*v 21 gauss, while each primary lias seems
composed of two components separated by 3 gauss. The existence of a single
radical in this molecule that would give this pattern is unlikely, and no
attempt will be made to establish probable forms for multiple radicals in
this case.
Anisotropic broadening caused by hindered rotation appears in the spec-
tra for both samples when irradiated and observed at 77°K* For poly-L-
aspartic acid, the central three components seem unchanged except for this
broadening, whils a weak pair of outer lines has appeared. In addition, the
warming cycle appears to be reversible, which bears out this assumption.
For pcu\y-L-glutamic acid, a set of four small outer lines appear* syn-
SBtrieally positioned about the broad central resonance, which again seems
to display a doublet character, tthen the sample is warmed (see Figure 3l)>
the resonance gradually changes to a pattern different from that observed at
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Fig. 29 (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Aspartic Acid molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Aspartic Acid: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300°K. (B) Irradiated and observed at
77 K. (Second derivative representation.
)
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Fig. 30 (Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Glutamic Acid molecule.
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curves for an
evacuated sample of Poly-L-Glutamic Acid: (A) Irradiated
and observed at 300 K. (B) Irradiated and observed at
77 K. (Second derivative representation.
)
7/






figures 31. mmm ssqusmcb. fuly-l-gslutamic acid
(next two pages)* Notice thai the radical foreiad when
irradiated at 7?°K and then warmed differs from the
radical or radicals formed when irradiated at 300°K.

















300°K* Here it appears that the radical or radicals fozmed at 77°K are of
a different type from those formed at 300°K, an effect not observed in any
other polypeptides except polyi-L-phenylalanine t poly^DL-phenylalanine, and
poly*-G.acetyl-hydroxy^I^proline*
H* Poly-L'-Lysine iLvdrobraoide * This compound is formed with the aid
53
of anhydrous hydrogen bromide, HBr , leaving an ionic bond, as noted in
the diagram of the molecule in Figure 31* This ionic character and the
great length of the side group in this substance probably all contribute to
the absence of a detectable resonance in an evacuated room temperature sam-
ple* At 77°X> however, molecular sotions are retarded and recombination is
inhibited sufficiently that a weak, broad, single resonance occurs with
weaker side structure visible*
As the sample warms, anisotropic broadening is reduced, the migration
of the spin density is facilitated, and in (B), the orbital of the unpaired
electron has delocalised sufficiently to show interaction with 6 protons,
giving the strong, sharp 7 line spoctrum shown* This lasts only momentarily,
however; and as illustrated in (C) and (P), a rather quick decay follows as
greater molecular motions begin*
*• MM lm Sffect* All the resonance patterns of the synthetic
polypeptides observed thus far have displayed a rather strong effect upon
the admission of air to an evacuated sarple at 300°K* For some samples no
is observed other than an accelerated decay of the resonance* Others
have their characteristic resonance replaced by a singlet, while still other
resonances
teem to be completely quenched* This could indicate that three different
effects are taking place* Xt is proposed here, however, that the variation
in behavior noted is solely one of degree rather than an indication that


























(Above) Segment of a Poly-L-Lysine Hydrobromide molecule
(Facing Page) Electron spin resonance curve for an evacuate
sample of Poly-L-Lysine Hydrobromide irradiated and ob-
served at 77°K. No detectable resonance was observed in an









FIGURE 33» —HI SSQUEMCEt FOLX-L-LYSIME HIDBOBaOTHIXS
ifote changes which occur ending in the quenching of the











iolecular oxygen has been shown to be the cause of similar effects
observed in certain organic substances, and hence the term 'oxygen effect'
was introduced* (NO has been found to cause a similar effect, usually
termed an 'oxygen effect' by analogy*) In these polypeptide molecules, the
mechanism, is quite similar* Diffusion of molecular oxygen to the sites of
the unpaired spins takes place and the electronegative oxygen combines with
the previous radical to form a new peroxide radical, 1-0-0*, where I is the
previous radical* Here, the unpaired electron is localised in a three elec-
tron bond between the two oxygen atoms, and therefore no hyperfine structure
would be expected* Furthermore, the flopping about of the Og axis at 300°K
will reduce the spin-orbit coupling for this radical to asks the resonance a
fairly sharp singlet* lore detailed investigation of the oxygen singlet re-
veals a field dependent asymmetry which Is caused by anisotropy in the
g-factor for the peroxide radical* The subsequent decay of the oxygen sing-
let would then be caused by reaction of the peroxide radical to form vari-
ous non-radical products*
The three types of behavior for these polypeptides may then be explained
v/lirn this one hypothesis* For poly-glycine, poly-sarcosine, poly-hydroocy-
L-proline, and poly-L-gluta&ic acid, diffusion of oxygen to the radical
sites is slow enough that decay of the peroxide radicals takes place at
nearly the same rate, and concentration of the peroxide radicals is never
large enough to be detectable* In this way, the only observable effect is
the gradual decay of the initial resonance* The key rate determining mech-
anism here is the rate of diffusion of molecular oxygen to the spin sites*
In the second group, for which a singlet appears in place of the res-
onance, diffusion is sufficiently rapid to permit f©mation of the peroxide
radicals, which then decay rather slowly* The decrease in signal intensity

nhere is now a Measure of the decay rata of those peroxide radicals.
For the third group, for which the resonance is apparently completely
quenched, the formation and decay of the peroxide radicals is sufficiently
rapid that no detectable concentration accumulates. In this case, a high
diffusion rate for oxygen and a high decay rate for the peroxide radical
oust combine.
From this discussion, it is evident that the spatial configuration can
play an important role in this effect. A more open lattice or molecular
structure would allow the diffusion of oxygen to the spin sites, while a
tightly knit structure would restrict the attack by oxygen and maintain its
characteristic spectrum over longer periods. Other factors may enter as
well, 4e., the molecular oxygen is not likely to form a peroxide radical
when the spin density is already concentrated on an oxygen atom, as in a case
where the proton is removed from an OH group leaving 0*.
A tabulation of the oxygen effect for the polypeptides investigated is




THE OXYGEN EFFECT FOR SEJTHEHC POLYPEPTIDES















3* 'Strong* Effeet—(spectrum is completely qpienched before a sweep
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